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INTRODUCTION
61st + Peña is a 60 acre portion
of Peña Station NEXT, a 382-acre
development focused on fostering the
next generation of transit-oriented
development (TOD) and smart cities.
61st + Peña strives to be an eco-friendly
and neighborhood-centric place of
innovation. The goal of this plan is to
guide development to realize the longterm market potential of the site while
reinforcing the strong vision for the
entire development.

61st + Peña Master Plan
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FIRST CREEK
The concepts laid out in this Master Plan will guide
decisions related to the overall layout and experience of
the development. The Master Plan provides the blueprint
that ensures each piece contributes to the overall
vision of creating a connected, innovative, distinct,
and transformative urban environment. To do this, the
plan establishes Guiding Principles and design drivers
that incorporate and innovate best practices of transitoriented development, sustainability, and smart city
technology initiatives.

61 and Peña presents an amazing opportunity to
develop up to 1.5 million square feet of commercial
development on a highly visible and strategic site in the
Denver metropolitan area. However, as a greenfield
development, it faces the challenges of attracting
initial tenants/developers and demand for parking. This
Master Plan addresses these challenges by establishing
a clear vision for the development and a realistic phasing
strategy.
st
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

CONNECTED
BLUE GRAMA DRAW

61st + Peña is a well-connected system of diverse
communities, complex networks and, most importantly, people.
Its goal is to be self-sustaining and intimately connected to
both the region and the world.

PANASONIC
CITYNOW HQ

60 acre 61st + Peña Site

61st and Peña Station

AVIATION PARK

INNOVATIVE

RICHFIELD ST

61st + Peña conserves and celebrates available resources while
expanding the inventory of local assets.

FI R

61st + Peña encourages physical growth through the latest in
development trends and sustainable best practices.
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61st + Peña Master Plan

PURPOSEFUL + DISTINCT
The development of 61st + Peña will draw upon its unique
culture and history as a TOD with convenient access to Denver’s
downtown, airport, and abundant natural resources.
61st + Peña Master Plan
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SITE
ORGANIZATION
Taking advantage of the natural and built attributes of the site, this Plan identifies three
primary axes which in turn provide the overarching framework for the Master Plan. These
axes define unique and deliberate experiences that tie the site together internally, create
links with adjacent developments, and build a greater context. Place-making is amplified
at activity nodes to express the dynamic exchange that occurs at the intersection of these
three primary axes.

Neighborhood Axis
Innovation Axis
Eco Axis

For more information, see the Master Plan Vision section of this report.

NEIGHBORHOOD AXIS

INNOVATION AXIS

The Neighborhood Axis is a pedestrianoriented retail and entertainment
experience comprising the key link to 61st +
Peña Station.

Showcasing the technology and forwardthinking encouraged by 61st + Peña,
the Innovation Axis connects the
development to the existing Panasonic
CityNOW Headquarters.

ECO AXIS

ACTIVITY NODES

The western edge of 61st + Peña creates a
unique setting in vibrant contrast to the
urban fabric created within the site.

The intersections of the three axes catalyze
a dynamic and vibrant civic realm. These
nodes will foster chance encounters that
lead to innovation.
Activity Nodes

61st + Peña Master Plan

61st + Peña Master Plan
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Program
Office w/ Retail
Office
Office Campus

LAND USE &
STREET EDGES
A
B

Through a careful arrangement of land
uses, site activities are focused along the
development’s Primary Axes. Complementary
Street Edge Typologies further define the
street character of 61st + Peña.
LAND USES
While ‘Office’ is the primary land use throughout 61st +
Peña, this Plan creates distinctions between three different
categories of Office to achieve the overall goals and vision of
the development.
‘Office with Activated Ground Floor’ is focused on activating
the public realm along Aviation Place, while ‘Office’ focuses on
accommodating typical commercial development, plus parking
as needed.
The last category is ‘Office Campus’ and creates the potential
for a large, multi-building tenant that needs a campus-like
environment.
Parking was a considered part of each land use category to
maximize development flexibility and phasing. An Alternate
Scenario that develops Parcels A, B, and G as parking garages
can be found in the Master Plan Vision section.
For more details about these categories and parking options,
see the Master Plan Vision section.

STREET EDGES
To accomplish the vision of a vibrant, pedestrian-friendly
development, the plan defines Street Edge Typologies for the
major rights-of-way. The typologies establish a hierarchy of
activities while informing future decisions and improving the
pedestrian level experiences .
The first typology is the ‘Primary Activated’ street edge and
is found along Aviation Place and rings Aviation Park. It is
intended to maximize pedestrian activity through the use of
activated streetfronts.
The next category is ‘Secondary Frontage’ and is meant to
accommodate all the utilitarian building functions, like service
entrances and secondary building entrances.
The last typology is ‘Eco-Oriented’ and is used exclusively
along the Eco Axis running along the western edge of the
development. This typology is designed to maximize views and
access to the natural amenities along the corridor.

C
D
E
F
G

PROPOSED LAND USE DIAGRAM

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

For more details about these typologies, see the Master Plan
Vision section.

61st + Peña Master Plan

61st + Peña Master Plan

Primary Activated
Secondary Frontage
Eco-Oriented
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DESIGN
DRIVERS
Key design drivers will reinforce the
Guiding Principles and organize 61st and
Peña around distinct experiences.

Activity Nodes
Intersections of axes are marked by higher pedestrian activity and
an activated public realm.

Architecturally Significant Corners
Opportunities for placemaking arise at the intersections of
Aviation Place, Richfield Street, and Panasonic Way.

Innovation Axis
The Innovation Axis is seen as a public transportation connection
for the businesses and residents of Peña Station Next that
leverages technologies such as autonomous vehicle shuttles.

District Parking Opportunities
61st + Peña is well-positioned to support a district parking concept
that can be used to preserve the character of the experiences
provided throughout the site.

Peña Visibility
The adjacency of Peña Boulevard and the RTD A Line create a unique
opportunity to promote the brand of the development, as well as
individual tenants.

Campus Parcel
Providing a direct connection to First Creek, the southern parcel
of the development is a unique site identified as a potential
campus for corporate, research and development, or educational
purposes.

Open Space
Thoughtful and strategic incorporation of open space into the
master plan provides convenient and enjoyable outdoor space
accessible to all users.

South Parcel
South of First Creek, this parcel, though not directly adjacent
to the majority of 61st and Peña development, is situated as a
unique resource to both the development and the surrounding
communities.

Activity Nodes & Architecturally

Significant Corners

For more information regarding all of these Design Drivers, see
the Master Plan Vision section of this report.

Innovation Axis
District Parking
Opportunity
District Parking
Opportunity

Campus Parcel

Peña Views
South Parcel
61st + Peña Master Plan

61st + Peña Master Plan
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OPEN SPACE

5M
3M

1M

Open space amenities include
access to the trail system
within the nearby protected
wildlife area, in addition to a
well-connected network of
civic open spaces that provide
unique, memorable experiences.
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Eco Axis

Nature Trail & Cycle Way

Cycle Ways
Nature Trails
61st + Peña Master Plan
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PARKING STRATEGY
A phased approach is strategically adaptive,
allowing final parking decisions to be made in
response to parking trends, market demand, and
development patterns.

A
B
C
D
E

F
G

In the short term, surface lots will be used until building
demand increases, at which point the next phase of the parking
strategy will begin. The adjacent diagrams illustrate two
alternative parking strategies. Parking Scenario 1 includes
parking structures evenly distributed on each block. Parking
Scenario 2 consolidates the entire district parking supply on
the end blocks.
The choice between these two strategies—or another future
option that may arise over time—can be postponed for
several years until the surface parking supply is exhausted. As
the available supply of surface parking becomes exhausted,
decisions will need to be made in order to appropriately
reserve specific sites for structured parking and reasonable
buildable footprints in future phases. In the meantime, all other
major variables—building height, orientation, streetscape,
etc.—will remain the same regardless of final parking decisions.
Trends indicate the demand for structured parking will likely
decrease over time with alternative transit options and
evolving mobility habits. A phased parking strategy offers a
high level of flexibility and the ability to respond agilely to
the market as development occurs. This transition will ensure
all sites within the development are maximized to reach full
capacity, while maintaining the long-term aims and interests of
the project.
For more information, see the Phasing section of this report.

Parking Scenario 1 - Integrated Parking

A

Surface Parking Lots
to support short
term development

Existing Station
Parking Surface Lot.

B
C
D
E

A
B

G

C
D

E

F
G

Short-Term Surface Parking Diagram

61st + Peña Master Plan

F

Parking Scenario 2 - End Blocks
61st + Peña Master Plan
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PARKING SCENARIO 1
PHASING

Program
Retail
Office
Parking

To ensure the long-term success of the
development, the project delivery can be broken
into incremental components to generate an
expected project timeline. The potential phasing
sequences can be used as a tool to guide
development decisions.
Phase 1 :
This option uses Parcel C for the initial phase of
development, creating a cluster of activity around the
existing development. This begins to establish a retail
corridor along Aviation Place. The building typology uses
structured parking within the building and surface parking
on the surrounding sites to meet demand.

Phase 01
Office | 90,000 sf
Retail | 25,000 sf

A
B
C

Phase 03 | Development on Aviation Place:
Developing the Blocks C & D along Aviation Place will help
to establish the street as a retail corridor and the central
spine of the development. A new district parking structure
will be constructed on Parcel D to service the surrounding
buildings. Centrally located, public-focused amenity
(or amenities), and open spaces in each parcel will help
enhance these developments.

A
B
C
D

F
G

Phase 03
Office | 350,000 sf
Retail | 43,000 sf
Parking | 820 Spaces

Phase 04 | Development of Blocks C & D
The existing surface parking on Blocks A, B, E, and F are
removed. New district parking garages are placed at the
center of each parcel. Additional office buildings are added
along Richfield Street to take advantage of the views to the
west.

Phase 04
Office | 1,000,000 sf
Parking | 2,780 Spaces

A
B
C
D
E

Surface Parking
Parking | 430 Spaces

D

E

F
G

E
F
G

The South Parcel will also be developed with auto-oriented
retail to capitalize on its location along 56th Ave.
Phase 05 :
Phase 2 :
This option uses Parcel D for the initial phase of
development. This option pulls activity south along
Richfield Street. This allows the building to better utilize
the surrounding sites to satisfy parking demand with
surface parking. This option avoids constructing structured
parking for the first phase.

Phase 02
Office | 147,500 sf
Retail | 17,500 sf

A
B
C
D

The remaining site along Panasonic Way is developed with
12 office buildings. Parcel G is also developed and the
connection to First Creek is maximized.

A
C
E

F
G

F
G

61st + Peña Master Plan

B
D

Surface Parking
Parking | 430 Spaces

E

Phase 05
Office | 1,000,000 sf
Parking | 2,140 Spaces

61st + Peña Master Plan
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PARKING SCENARIO 2
PHASING

Program
Retail
Office
Parking

Phase 03
Office | 675,000 sf

Phase 03 | Development on Aviation Place:
Developing the Blocks C & D along Aviation Place will
help to establish the street as a retail corridor and central
spine of the development. A new district parking structure
will be constructed on Parcel G. Centrally located, publicfocused amenity (or amenities), and open spaces in each
parcel will help enhance these developments.

A
B
C
D

E

F
G

Phase 03
Parking | 1,400 Spaces

Phase 04 | Development of Blocks B, E & F

Phase 1 :
This option uses Parcel C for the initial phase of
development, creating a cluster of activity around the
existing development. This begins to establish a retail
corridor along Aviation Place. The building typology uses
structured parking within the building and surface parking
on the surrounding sites to meet demand.

Phase 01
Office | 90,000 sf
Retail | 25,000 sf

A
B
C

The existing surface parking on Blocks A, B, E, and F are
redeveloped with new office buildings and a second district
parking garage on Parcel A. Office buildings are added
along Richfield Street to take advantage of the views to the
west.

Phase 04
Parking | 1,350 Spaces

A
B
C
D
E

Surface Parking
Parking | 430 Spaces

D

F
G

E
F

Phase 04
Office | 565,000 sf

G

The South Parcel will also be developed with auto-oriented
retail to capitalize on its location along 56th Ave.
Phase 05 :
Phase 2 :
This option uses Parcel D for the initial phase of
development. This option pulls activity south along
Richfield Street. This allows the building to better utilize
the surrounding sites to satisfy parking demand with
surface parking. This option avoids constructing structured
parking for the first phase.

Phase 02
Office | 147,500 sf
Retail | 17,500 sf

A
B
C
D

Phase 05
Office | 1,100,000 sf

A
B
C
D

Surface Parking
Parking | 430 Spaces

E

E

F
G

F
G

61st + Peña Master Plan

The remaining site along Panasonic Way is developed with
12 office buildings. To accomodate continued demand for
parking.

Phase 05
Parking | 2,850 Spaces

61st + Peña Master Plan
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